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About
Green Line Safety System LLC
GREENLINE SAFETY SYSTEM LLC, headquartered in Ras Al Khaimah, UAE, 
is the ultimate firefighter and fire safety consultant you are looking for.

GREENLINE SAFETY SYSTEM LLC, headquartered in Ras 
Al Khaimah, UAE, is the ultimate firefighter and fire 
safety consultant you are looking for. Specialized 
majorly in the Supply, Installation and Maintenance of 
Fire Alarm and Fire Fighting Systems, we have been 
functioning with A+ Category License from the Civil 
Defence. Green Line is home to a wide range of approved 
fifire protection equipment that is technologically 
updated and safe. Upgrading our gadgets as per 
changing safety trends and needs is our strength, and 
at present, we are armed with the finest firefighting and 
fire safety equipment available in the industry.

Green Line is an organization aimed at being an all in one 
destination for fire safety in UAE. We are consistently 
striving to improve ourselves by taking the path of 
upcoming technologies and time-bound systems. Green 
Line has an impeccable track record of imparting quality 
safety services to our clients across major sectors. 
‘Safety with a Dierence’ is what we oer, and we assure 
youyou customer-oriented services and prompt response 
from our side.

Mission

Why Choose Us

In Green Line, you are signing up 
for installation and beyond.

Vision
To be the maestros and guiding 
light of the UAE Fire Fighting and 
Fire alarm  industry by strictly 
holding on to our values, 
principles and work ethics.

Values
Green Line tasted success due to 
the core values we have stood for, 
and there is nothing to stop us 
from drifting away from our 
ethics.



Who We Are

Our Specialization Area of Expertise

Area of Activities

Drawing Design

Industrial & 
Commercial Building

Warehouse

Residential Building

Supply & Installation Testing &
Commissioning

AMC Trading Approvals

A+ Certified by Civil Defense

Specialized Maintenance & Fit Out Team

24 / 7 Emergency Call Out Support

Dedicated Team for Emergency Services

Fully Equipped Technical Workshop

360° Customer Support



Services

Prevention is far beer than any extreme situation, 
especially if it includes fire and Green Line guarantees our 
clients full-fledged fire protection services. You can find 
one of the supremely upgraded fire alarm systems, and we 
take care of the entire installation and supply operations 
of these safety armours.

Green Line is one of the widely trusted fire alarm 
installation companies in the UAE, with satisfied 
customers spanned across boundaries. Our professional 
workforce is equipped with massive experience in terms of 
fire alarm installation, and they promise you a safer 
atmosphere within the cost-friendly options.

Fire alarms are those entities that are very often ignored or forgoen until an 
emergency arises. Be it home, oice, industry or even a public space, fire alarms are a 
necessity for ensuring collective safety.

Fire Alarm System



As commied fire saviours of UAE, we 
provide top to boom fire extinguishing 
services using the most modern and 
minimum time-consuming equipment and 
methodologies. Green Line provides only 
accredited and approved firefighting 
services, and public security is our ultimate 
aim.aim. We have the expertise of extinguishing 
even complex fire scenarios with our 
updated safety armours, like portable fire 
extinguishers, hose reels, hose pipes, 
nozzles and so on. Seeing the sense of 
relief in your faces is what keeps us going 
even in intense firefighting conditions.

Emergency Exit 
System
Emergencies are totally unpredictable and 
extremely time-sensitive. Quick thinking 
and action is the only way out for ensuring 
collective security, and this is where 
world-class emergency exit providers in 
UAE – Green Line – stand out. We have 
various methodologies in-store to ensure 
sasafe exit from any n building irrespective of 
their structure and size. We utilize updated 
technologies while installing these 
systems to enable faster alerts and 
escape from the emergency location.

Fire Fighting System



To take control of the entire unpredictable fire 
scenario, one has to be readily equipped with apt 
fire extinguishers as per the situation. There are a 
total of 5 types of fire classes, and it is necessary 
to opt for fire extinguishers according to the type 
of material involved in fire situations. Solid 
materials, liquids, metals, electrical equipment, 
gasesgases and cooking oil are some of the most 
common fire causing entities, and the range of fire 
extinguishers available at Green Line caters to all 
these. Water extinguishers, CO2 extinguishers, 
foam extinguishers, powder extinguishers wet 
chemical extinguishers, fire blanket are the types 
available, which can be used accordingly in any 
lolocation. Multipurpose extinguishers are also one 
of our oerings, and we have a line of clients on 
our account who are satisfied with our supreme 
fire terminators.

Fire Extinguisher

Installing services alone would not oer the 
security you desire. Timely check and 
maintenance of installed systems also 
deserve equal importance. Green Line oers 
our clients testing and regular maintenance 
of our in-brand services. This way, we ensure 
your premises are a complete hazard-free 
zozone with our products. Green Line enjoys 
the credit of maintaining long-term strong 
relationships with our clients through our 
regular maintenance systems, and 
prospective clients can expect nothing less 
than the same, right from the installation 
stage.

Annual maintenance 
contract services
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P.O. Box: 37825,
Ras al Khaimah, United Arab Emirates

Location WhatsApp

Call : +971 7 221 0115
Fax : +971 7 221 0457
+971 503213464
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